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MODULE GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

MODULE GOAL

To provide counselors, teachers, and other guidance personnel

with the kMowledge and sktll,s to clarify a student's values and skills

by eliciting the -student's unique PerceptioMs. A participant who has

successfully completed this module can help other persons describe

what they want and what they cad-do. The methods work best with,teen-

agers and adults who express interest in self-assessment and career

planning.9, The methods can be used with individuals being seem si,r6ly

tpr. in classes and other group settings.

MOD1OLE OBJECTLVES.

When you 'have successfully completed this module, you will be

able to:

1. Describe the benefits of Ihdividualizing the process-of

clarifying career-related values and skills.

2. Use individualized techniques to Welp individuals identify

and describe their career-related values'.

3. Use indivldualized techniques to help individuals identify

and describe their career-related skills.' -

4. Devise a means-of adapting the individualized methods for

use in other settings.

1



APPROXIMATE

TIME

MODULE OUTLINE

ACTIVFN . OBJECTIVES

1 hour Introduction

Comparing twcy.self-report methods to

discover some benefits of individual-

izing clarification processe.

21/2 hours'

11/2 hours

1 hour

Zlarifying Values

Using an Indivil9alized Technique to

Clarify Values- 4

Identifying Skills

Using an Individualized Technique to

Identify Skills

4104cattoin

Ada*ing the mithodsito other settings
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GLOSSARY

Career - The pattern of activities and experiences that makes-yp a

lifetime of work, learning, and leisure. The term ig broadly,Aefined

toinclude occuPational and educational choices and patterns as well

as other aspects of a personfs'life--her/hisl.perional and soctal

behavior, learning to lean skills, social responfibility-or ciOzen-
. ,

-ship, and use of leisure time.

Career development process - The life-long pi.ocess a person undergoes
.1

as she/he gains skills:in setting goals 'and in deyeloping, implementing,

evaluating, and revising plans to-define a career.apd-deal with life

problems and opportuni6es.

Class of referents - A type of referent which takes a given formk For

Qtance, TSU's make up a cliss of referents. Specific people named by

an individual make up a different class of referents. Referent: An event

or object which can be Ilecalled, imag.ed, and related by the individual

to his or her direct experience.

e
Decision-making - A systematic process in which various data are utilized

and analyzed according to explicit procedures, and outcomes are evalu-

ated in terms of desirability.

Normative,methods - Methods which yse a comparative base whicn specifies

'dimensions upon which many people can 3).e compared.

,

Personal construct - An individual's representation of part of hit or

her universe. A means by whicha person views the world of events. A

dimension used by a person to distinguish-,something from something else.

Skills identification - A series of activities whereby a person recog-

nizes and lists a number of hts'or her skills previously used and capable

of being reused.

3
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GLOSSARY

(continued),

TSV (Time-Space/Unit) - A personal experience bounded by a given time

period and_a given physical space where the perswwas located during

:the experience.

Usable skill - A function or activity performed by a person whictr

achieves a desired outcome. To be usable, that function can occur

again and again in several settings.

Value - An object or quality deemed by'a person to be vehy worth;hfle

as either,a means or an-end.

.Values clarification pr6cess - A process.whereby a person articul*ates

what objects or qualities she/he deems to-be very worthwhile.

1.
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100.

REASONS TO INDIVIDUALIZE

WHEN CLARIFYING VALUES AND SKILLS?

Why do some people always seem to be in the right

place at the right time? Why do some people take advan-

tage'of a fleeting opportunity while others vacillate in /

an ambivalent state until the opportunity has passed? Why*

do some people go ahead and act onCtheir'Own 'hunches while

others continually seek more advice from-experts when

personal choices 4re required?

We might say these,individuals are just lucky, but it

is more likely that they are effective decisicin-makers

,Gelatt, Varenhorst, Carey and Millgr (1973) cOtt4acterized

skillful decision-makers'as individuals who recognize,

their own Persona) values; use relevent informatioh and

have effective strategies-for converting the information

into action. The,purpose of this module is to provide
lk

methods for helping others recognize tneir career-related

values and usable skills, tfius adding to their decision-
,

making effectiveness. While theee are' a number of mithods

and tools for helping individuals assess their personal

values(and abilities, feW emphasize the individualization

of the Process as Much as does this module. This emphasis

bn an individualized process is intended to overcome some

of the deficienCies of standardized methods which use pre-

determined scales for self-assessMent. Contrasted to the

.indiVidualized 'methodS taught,in this module, standardized

methods -- or normative methods -7 emphasize comparing the

responses of an individual with those of a group. :To this

end, specificIstandard scales are developed and administer

ed to* a large Morming population." The pattern of re-

sponses given by this group becomes the established norm

for that scale,. All future responses are then compared

to the original,4normatfve 'pattern, and scores represent

the amount of pro4imity to,'or deviation from, the norm. ,

Such standard'scales are usually found on "tests" orA

7

/

Skillful decision-
malers recognize
own persona1 viTues
and usable skills

Individualizing
dprocess *

4
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"inventories." Normative methods ,often ignore the unique-

ness of each individual and the vast diversity character-

izing humans. The individualized methods described in this

module start with the assumption that each individual is Each individual
,

unique and perceives self and environment in ways unlike
is unique

those of any'other individual. This assumption leads to

a self-assessment procets wherein the individual identifie

his or her own words and concepts for viewing what has

been happening and what.i1/4expected to happen. Methods

for eliciting the ways anlidividual views self and en-

vironment have been adapted from methods developed by

Georgb Kelly (1955), John Crystal and Richard Bolles '0974

*These methods start with,a person!srecollection of past Start with past

events,in her or his 'life. The unique perspectives of the
events

person are then elicited by a process whereby the personi

distinguishes among these past events a9d then identifies Distinguish among ,

values and skills using the dimensions which hadmbeen past events

named to make the earlier distinctions.

Drawing,upon the theorieslintroduced in George Kelly

The.psychology cif Personal Constructs (1955),-1t is

assumed that an individual anticipates the future using

cognitive dimensions she/he'also.uses. to look at the past.

These cognitive dimensions are'called constructs and,they Identify personal

can be identifieeby asking a person to describe how:Cer- constructs

tain past experiences were different from other exper-

iences. The Constructs elicited from the individual in

this process provlde the key dimensions for describing

what is Perceived and valued by the individual.

This'individualized method is also based on an

assumption thata person's descriptions of what she or

-he wa9ts and what she or he can do are more acturate and

useful when that person uses his OT her own constructs to

write the descriptions. This.is not to say that a person

cannot benefit from learning about new concepts or themes

In
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for Laluating self, as might occur when using standardized

iventories or dimensions offered by wise, experienced

experts. It is simply assumed that the most meaningful

dimensions or themes for describing any person's values Use constructs to .

andPskills are the ones which that person already uses,
describe vilues

oftentimes at an implicit or subconscious level. It js

the purpose of,this Module to teich methods which encoura

the individual to recognize personal constructs, value

descriptors, and words used to describe his or her unique

combination of skills. The emphasis is qn findin§ the

best words and phrases for describing how the individual

processes his or her experiences and anticipates the fu-

ture. The entire individualized process described in this

module is focused on the development of a product written

by the individual who is claritying his or her values

and skills. Thjs product is a written statement respond- Describing

ing to the followiag questions:.

What Do You Want? I- vont .

What Can.You Do?. I can ....

..)

Illis protess is based on the assumption that a well

developed response to these two questions provides a valu-

able base for effective decision-making. It is also

assumOd that a well-developed response must reflect the

primary personal constructs, key va,lue themes, and skills

descriptions used by 9).it particular person to think

about self and environment.

In-summavy, the-individualized method is emphasized

in this module because it permits a person te-ielect from.

a nearly infinite number of charaCteristics, thereby

increasing the opportunity to ca ture his or her uPlque

ji!'
combination of values' and skillS The opportunity for

describfng oneSeIf using unique, individualized combina-

tions of descriptors also pev'mits that i)erson to des-

cribe and select compatible 'environments with greater

accuracy.
9

Effective decision-
making

Sumary_ of benefits

Alma



Activjty 1

Comparing.Two Methods of Self-Report

The purposes of this activity are to:

1. Start you thinking about values-related questions

.2. Vve you a format for eliciting personal constructs

3. Identify material,for sharing with future partners in the workshop

4. Provide examples to coOpast personal construct approaches with

normative approaches whic ready-made dimensions

-Steps in the Exercise:

1. Fill out the Individualized Self-Report shown on lAge 13.

(15 miN

Join with three Other workihop participants and
.

a. Choose one participant with whom you can discuss youi- responses

to Section I of the IndividualizedSelf-Report. Partners are

asked t(listeK to each other an&expand on what each wrote in

election I of the Individualized, Self-Report-. (5 min.)

b. Switch partners and discuss your responses to Section II. Also

encourage your new partner to discuss her or his responsesto

Section II. (5-min.)

C. Now join the person in your small group, with whom you have not,,

yet sha*ed, and discuss what you wrote in Section III% (5 min.)

3 Respond to the NormatiVe Wating form shówn'on the page following

the Individualized Self-Report, then contrast the-information on

this rating form.with the constructs elicited in Sections I, II,

and III on your indivjdualized Self-Reports. (10 min.)

-Discuss with the other members of the group the following

questions:'

a, What do you value most in a job(

b. What do you want your
it

tomorrow" to be like?

C. What-are some of the characteristics of a person you wart to

.spend time with when working or, playing? -00 min.)

Discuss the relative relevance of.the per3onal constructs elicited

in tpe Individualized Self-Report and the information tapped by the

10
1 9
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NorMative Rating Forim when respon7ding,to these questions listed-.

above, (5 .

While neqberiAi 4imple of:the individlialized approach' nor that
. .

. .

of the normative approach,is of sufficient lengtb.and quality to
i

charticterize the approachesoacturately, the,two saMples do capture
,':-

the flavor ofthe differences. 'The assessment of ObjeCtivel on

.page also demonstrates certain aspects of the two approaches.

-Complete Part I and Parl II of the assesment recommendations and

see you reco6nize the:major difference.

4
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1. Jobs
,

1. A job you have now or4:have had recently.,

AN 1 NI:II VIDUA L I ZED SEli-REPpRT

2. A job you would like even more than the lone You haVe.

job that a friend or relative has had which you would not like.

a. How-are two"of the jobs alike, and therefore different from

thd third?

b. How is.the third job different from the other-two using the

diMension)identified above in 3a?
>

k

II. Days last4week

1. Which day of the past:week was the most satisfying?

2. Which dajof th'e past week was the least satisfyircii; worst

day?

Pick out any other day of the past weel you remember ,( o not

use a day chosen in steps 1 or 2.)

a. Which two days were most alike?

b. What-made them alike?

c. How is the other day different, using descriptors opposite

from that named'above in 31).?

III. People in your life

Using code names or disguised nickniMes identify a different

person for each description below.

1. A person you admire quite a lot.

2. A person with whom you have had some disagreements-

A colleague or peer (not selected In 1 or 2.)

:a., How are two'of these people.mosLaijke, and different from

the third,person?

Aeg

3



I.

NORMATIVE RAT.ING FORM

Describe your job (or a job yo0 have had).

1. I work with:

-

Over 50% Between 25% and Under 25%
of the time 50% of the time of the, time

a. things ( ) ( ) (

- b. data
( I ( )

c. people ( ( ) ( )

Which'descriptions best describe Your job?

Yes No
a It is mostly indoors.,

b. It permits me to use my
creativity

(

(

)

)

( )

(

It permits opportunities for
-advandement. ( ) ( )

It provides ex.FeIl6t job
security'.

e, I get to take a lot of responsi-
bility for determining how I

, spend my time,. ( ) ( )

Describe*.your past day.
Yes No

1. I was at work. (

2. I spent a lot of time with people
I really like. (

3 I was doing routine activities I
often do. (

4. I'was feeling tired and discotraged. (

5 I was excited by,the challenges that
confronted me. (

6. I was very active in a physical way. (

)

) ( )

) ( )

) ( )

) ( )

) ( )\

C. Describe a person with whom..you woUld like to work on your next job.
Don't

The person would be:
Yes No Care

1. Male

2. Under 30 ,

3. Outgoing and enthusiastic

4. More intelligent/ than'most

5. Very conscie ous

6. Open and non-defensive'

7 iery re/axed and laid back

14



ASSESSMENT OF OBJECTIVE 1

6

Part

% Using a blank sheet of paper, title it, "Assessment of Objective

1,". and describe the benefits of using tnformation and/or dimensions

arising from the Individualized Self-keport, compared with the'benefits

arising from the Normative Self-Report. Compare the use of the naterial

elicited by the two forms when you responded to the three questions

on page 10.

Part II

Identify the statements listed below which descri,pe the benefits

gained frOm using an individualized approach for self,assesiment.

List the letters identifyitg ttie statements at the bottom of the sheet

you just prepared for Part I.

A. The dimensions identified by this method will be ones which

are known to be the most useful_ for the majority of people.

An indildual is not restricted to the use of previously-

designated dimension's when describing what she/he values'

and.can do.

C. .An individual tan use special concepts which .have personal

meanings of a unique nature when describing what sheOle

values and she/he,can do.

D. An individual can use information about how-she/he compares

with Others on'the dimehsions she/he uses.

E. The dimensions which are identified are more likely to be

the ones the individual uses to anticipate future events

than afe dimensions identified by other means.

15



U.SING AN INDIVIDUALIZED TECHNIQUE-TO CLARIFY \ALOES,.

The firstactivity was designed to d9monstrate some

pf the benefits connected ,with ipdlyidualizing the self-

/assessment Process. The second activity is- designedAo
.. A technique for

Idemonstrate a technique for'individualizing the process indlOduiTWRI
yof values'clarificatian-.: -This-demonstration-reqtires

that you use.the technique to clarify your own values.

You will find irmuch easier.to use the 'technique with

others if you apply It to yourself first.

. A model of 4 values clarification process.i pro.- A values clarifi-

vided in,Appendix A,' By participating in-ActIvity'2:you
cation process

will sample that model and clarify spme of yourownivaiues

during the process. If the time 4ilotted for this modul

is Six to eight hours, you will mot have time to complet

the values clarification process in its entirety. There

fore, the directions for Attivity 2 suggest a sampling

-.process permitting you to experience the essential com-

ponents of the process in about two-ancf-one-half hours.

If you wish to go through the entire process describedf
/,

in Appendix A you will probably neeq, between four and

eight hours.

The most essential aspect of the process is the

identification of personal constructs you ute to reflect The identification
of

on events and experiences in your life. These personal
strpersonal

con-
ucts

constructs provide one of the primary means of naming

your unique values. Therefore, give particular atten-

tido) to Step 3 of the process, the identification of

lour personal constrUcts. A personal construct is any

dimension you .6se to distinguish among aspects of your,

experience. While many of your personal constructs may

be nonverbalized, we wilLonly consider those you can

name and describe. Personal constructs are difficult

,to identify because they are so much a part of you that

often you Aren't aware of using them. Even though

19
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'personal conitructs are diffiCult to identify,,they

have, greater potential for deScribing what you want

thin value descriptors provided by other people because,.

your own personal constructs are ones you use everyday.

Only you can identify your personal constructs and.:4

values, although certain words'or descriptors offered

by others might provide you with a label you liadn't-

thought of before.

To sample the values clarification process, follow

the suggestions in Activity 2, using the model process

and the example in Appendix A as a guideline.

20



Activity 2 - Sampling the'Process

Startthe sampling process by skimming Part 1-of Appendix A,

a destription of a model values cllfication process and the

eximple which accOmpanls.the.six-step process.

After you have gained Sn overview, try Step 1, tlie preparation

of Tithe-Space Unit (TSU) cards. Instead of preparing fifty cards

as suggested in the model Orocess, prepare, about 12 well-chosen TSU

cards. Think of at least four which represent some of yotir most

valued or memorable timei. Identify experiences wherein you felt

very positive,-satisfied, or excited.

Then think of at least four when you felt disappointed, un

fulfilled, or otherwise negative. /

lastly, think of at last four which'sample rather representa-

tive times wheprou were ehgaged in eieryday activities not associated

with strong .positive or negative feelings.

You can .sample Step 2 of the process byidentifying soltfeeling'

descriptors which are associated with each'TSU card. USe t e list_of

feeling words in Appendix B as an aid if you can't think of desdrip7

tive feeling words.

Now you are ready for the most complex task of the process,

Step 3, the identification of personal cOnstructs which you ,uie to

distinguish among your'TSU's. The best waoyto recognize persbnal

constructsis to take three TSU cards and look for wiys two are like

each other end different"..from the third. This works better when

tWo of the three ire associated with feelings which ire more positieve

or negative than the thirdsTSU. If you made up 12 cards.according

tO the suggestions for sampling Step 1,, you will probably have at

>least four cards which are positive in tone. Use two of these

cards at_a time and contrast them to a neutral or negatively-tinged

cird. Try to identifra personal construct yiu use to characterize

or describe the two events'which Seem most similar to you. Try to

think of constructs which identify what it is about the two TSU's

which make you feel the way you feel. You are,trying to identify

common themes which characterize some of the TSU's and not others.

21



Use the Sorting Worksheets provided by the coordinator.: to li'st the

constructs you generate by this method. A blank copy of the Sorting

Worksheet is included in the mode4 Values Clarification Process, ,

just after the exaMple shown at.the*:,end of.Part I.

Compare and contrast several other combinations of your TSU
cards, incluCiTng-twd negatively-tinged cards combined with a'neutral

or positive card: Generate ten personal construcfs by combining

your-TSU cards in various groups of three. Before you finish Step 3,

look through the list of examples of personal constructs in'Appendix C

and see.if any of these constructs are usefUl'for distinguishing

among events or 'experiences in your life.

Step 4 will be ia.ther easy if you .have come up with some meaning-
ful personal constructs in the previous step. In,Step 4 you are

. o
simply selecting certain personal contructs to make, "1 want ..."

statements reflecting your values.

In Step 5 you use pertain personal constructs identified in

Step 4 to write value stateMents, describing what you want. Sometimes

this will require modification of certain personal constructs,

including the changing of one pole from a negative concept to a

positive one (i.e., changing "routine, repetitious activity" to

"non-routine, ever-changing activ.ity"). .Appendix C shows examples

of' value statements which have evolved fro elected personal

cobstroucts.

Step 6 consists of a final formulation of what you want,

described in a script which includes prioritized values. Often,

it is the prioriti24440rocess which helps a person identify an

important value previously undistinguished from several others.,

'While you may not have to choose one yalue over another in real

life, there are many times when you can choose to emphasize one

type of activity by cutting back on other activities which are

necessary but not as crueial for you.

You have now sampled tAksix-step values clirification process

using personal constructs to distinguish among experiences in your

22 n
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life. This prpcess can also be used to clarify your values.in other

specific areas such as identifying characteristics you want in a

job or in people with whom you may spend time. If-you have time

you may wish to sample the process using the, se other referents,
- r

- such as people or jeths. Suggestions for doing this are described

in Parts Il and III of Appendix A. In each of thes cases, y u

useS the same process desctibed in Part I of Appendix A, althoug

you start with specific people-or spec4ic jobs in 'Step 1.
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ASSESSMENT OF' ACTIVITY 2

Before\gOing on io Actiyity 3 you,are asked to submit your'

written output in Activity 2 for assessmetsand feedback.. Your

written output should include your script of 4priorlitized values,

your list of 07sonol constructs from the Sorting Worksheet, and

your TSU cards.\ The workshop coordinator, or sámeone she/he desig-

nates, will use 'criteria described in the Coordinator's Guide to

assess your output.

After gaining f ack on your Actjvity 2 efforts, move on

to thelntroduction of Activity 31(an acttvity where you will

identify your usable, skills.

24
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^
USING AN INDMIDUALIZED TECHNIQUE

'TO CLARIFY SKILLS

Usable Skills are descriptors of productive'

activities you can,perform in a number-oftettings. A

with constructs and values, they can take an almost

infinite numbe of forms. For example, most of your

skills may be described as intangible concepts such as

negotiating, managing and analyzing. Skills are best

'described in the form of verbs which show action

directed toward people, data, or things. Your ability

to engage in these activities has already been.deftn-
-

strated in one or more-past events and you can use

these skills again in other locations. Since there

is no comprehensive list available which includes all

possible skills, you have to use ingenuity to recognize

and describe many Of the skills you have.

The principl of the p'iocess.is similar to the

clatificatiOn process you.used in Activity 2. Start

with descriptions of past events and experiences, using Start with past
events

Skills describe
productive
activities

#

Use verbs which
show action

these raw materials as sources for locating skills you

already haVe demonstrated. Again, it will help if you

contrast TSU's two or three'at a,time to elicit:words

and phrases characterizing the skills you used in one

event which you didn't use in another event. You can

locate additional skills if you select ifew TSU's

which are likely.to include several skills. -Expand

on your descriptions'of everything you did in the

given situation associated with the TSU and use this

detailed descriptiop as a' source for identifying more

skills. After you have listed fifty to a hundred skill

yOu can go through the list and choose a few wh'ich stand

out as being representative of your most valued and

productive skills. Cluster simifar skillS together
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using'the few most valued skills as headings for your

clusters. After a few clusters of skills have been

assembled, you can prioritize the cluters and use

cluster summary statements to describe what.you can do.

Thelibility to identify and organize your most

usable skills is a valuable skill in itself. `Mu can

use the skill to select a career objective which uses

the particular combinations of skills you possess and

you can also demonstrate that you are qualified for

many jobs even though you may not have work experience

in a closely Yob. Since well-formulated skills

which were,firs emonstrated in offe setting can be

performed in other settings, yOu can expand your possi- Skills can be
transferred-

bilities foi. working in new positions very easily:

Many people stay in 'the same setting long after they

have grown bored with-their job. They don't realize

that their skillsare tranSferable or usable in a 'large

number of settings and in jobs having vastly different

job titles:

For more elaborate explanations an0 examplei of

skill identification, see Crystal and, Bolles' book,

Where Do I Go from Here with My Life? (1974), The quick'

Job-Hunting Map, Beginning VerSion, by Bolles and

Zenoff (1977), or The Quick Job-Hunting !dap., Advanced

Version,, included in What Color is Your Parachute?

(revised, 1978), by Richard Bolles.

Before you.go through your own TSU's to identify

usable skills, it may be helpful to see-examples of

skills identified by others.

For example, when Jane, whose TSU's are shown in

the Values Clarification Example, contrasted card num-
411

ber 3, grocery shopping, with card number 4, family ExOples of skills

hike, She jdentified several skills including analyzing

and organizing data, as well as motivating others.

After Jane had identified over 100 skills, she

f

Use skills tO
demonstrate
qualifications
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selected fo-uf' key exampl_which were different from

each.other and representative of many others in the list

Slie then cl'utered several of the rep'resentative skills-

haVing a'similar flavor under eaCh of her key examples

and came up-with the following summary of hei most

valued skills:



AN,EXAMPLE OF THE CLUSTERED SKILLS OF JANE D.

.Usin9 words.; reading; writing, editing; expressing

self clear oofreading; deseribingl defining;

--teachin listening; accurate reportinb; relating

abstract idias.

Using analytical thought and logic: researching;
(T1'.

analyzing; organizing; problem-solying; diagnosing;

systematizing; comparing similarities;, developing;

::reviewing;'evaluating; finding efficient methods;

gathering information; testing'; screening; memory for

facts, managing money.

Using helpfulness/mentoring: motivating others; set-

ting goals; counseling; training; memory for faces,

names, places; perceptive; good interpersonal communi-

lation; observing; raising others' self-esteem; sup-

porting; encOuraging; developing rapport; drawinglmout

people; accepting differelit °Pinions; promoting change.

Using_ artistic abilitiesv imagin.ing; Visualizing;

dlesigning; developing;-perceiving intuitively; musical

knordedge; fashioning; drawit dexterity; convey4ng

feelings and thoughts expressiively.

Another example shown below demonstrates hor

sinp,Ae TSU card Was expanded Anto a more detailed-

description which helped to elicit 13 skills. The TSU

card had the following-short descrtption:

"Going on a picnic with Chucks Tom, and Nancy,
and watching the boat races."

The perstin-was asked to write a more detailed

account of the event, emphasizing everything she did

to contribute to the occasion. She expanded the

description into the account described onpage

See if you:can identify 13 or more usable skills

that she demonstrated in that eveat. After you have

tried.this exercise, COmpare your responses with those
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she named (after a little practice.) Her responses are -

listed in the Coordinator's Guide. If you doW.t have it

nearby, ask the:coordinator to show you the-list.

To increase yout usable vocabulary, for recognizing

skills it would be useful to read through a listing'in
A listing of sk1s

Appendix D titled, "Words Which t4ay Describe Your Usable

Skills."

After you have studied the list of skill "words and

4 [tried to identify some ikilis fn the boat-rade picnic
t

example, you will be ready to identify some.of yOur own

skills. Follow the process described in Activity 3 and

prepare*a prioritized listingagf your most valued and

productive skills.

Since a tborough,analysis of youe, skills will take

longer than an hour, you will only have time to sample

each step described in the six steps-of Activity 3. If

you spend ten minutes on each step you will become som'e-

what famifiar with the process. With additional study, "

clarifyir;g and prioritizing'your Own skil tI. you should

be ready to. help others identify their own skills'.



AN EXPANDED TSU

"I got.the idea.wheil I read inthe newspaper that

'there would be boat i.aces on Sunday afternoon on Lake

Washington. Right then.and there I decided to have an

outing with a few close friends. However, before Suggest-

ing.the idea, I wanted to check on my information to see

if it was accurate and if it would be possible to see it

from a picnic area. I called the boat club' about the 4.

exact time of the race and the exact location where it

would take place. I then called the park departlent to 5.

see if there was a good picnic area in the vicinity of the

race course. Eich,department was very helpful, and I was

then more s!ire that it would work out. I called the other 6

people I had-thought would enjOy the outing, and eachiaid

that she or he could go. I had decided that we should

hive an old-fashtoned picnic meal; and I asked each one t6 7.

prepare a,part crf the menu. I myself made potato salad,

using a new recipe I had found in the paper. Oecause of

the parking problems anticipated near the park, l'called

the others and suggested we meet at the Seward'School

parking lot to combirie into one car, and they thought it

would be a good idea.

"Everything came off as I had planned, and we had 10:

very enjoyable time eating, watching the races, an'd play-

ing frisbee. The event was marred when Nancy cut her foot 11.

on a broken bottle, buti got the first aid kiffrom my

car and bandaged the wound so she could continue with the 12.

outing. Everyone praised me a lot for the great idea, and 13.

we agreed to have another Outing at a later date."

33
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Activity 3 - A Skilfs Identification Process

Step 1_

Using the TSU's developed for the values clarificition process,in

4Activity 2, compare and contrast the events described on'the cards,

asking yourself the following question when looking at any two of the

cards: "What skill was I using in one, TSU that I wasn't using in\the

other?" 'ocus your attentionlon activities that required abilities,

not everyone has in their repertory. Review the-list of skill words

in Appendix D to refresh your memory for reOgnizing skillS. Continue

to compare TSU cards, looking for skills shown in one TSU but not in

the other.

Step_ 2

Now select from the'TSU piles four cards hich describe events

about which you feel quite proud. Taking each one separatelyexpand

the description of the event, providing more detail which describes

everything you did that contributed to what happened. Use the example

of the'boat-race picnic as a model for expanding on your TSU's.and

finding a variety of skills in one event.

Try to identify at least five skills used in each of these special

TSU'cards associated with feelings of pride or accomplishment.

Step 3

By this time you should have a fairly long list of usable skills,

although many of them are similar to each other aa others may seem

trivial to, you. Before you stop adding to your list of usable skills,

think over,your lifetime and describe three or four more events which

seeMed like real accomplishments to you. After describing these events

in some detail, emphasizing your own activity and influence, use the

description to identify more skills for your growing list.

Step,4
112

Ask another person to listen to your description of some of your

most valued and productive TSU's. Ask the person to write down skills

she/he recognizes frbm,your descriptions. If the pills identified by
t

this other person seem appropriate to you, add them to the list of

34



skills you have already Aeveloped.

Step 5

GoAhrough your list of skills and. ctrcle -four to twelve of

your best skills, being careful to select skilli which are different

from those previoUsly circlled. After you have chosen and numbered

these key examples, number several uncircied skills with numbers

that correspond to the.circled skills, which are fairly similar. This

process will result in four to twelve clusters of skills which sum-

marize your 'major skill descriptions. An example of Jane D's

clustered skills was shown:a few pages back.
-

Step 6

Copy.each cluster of skills.on a separate card and prioritiO

the cards in the manner shown in Step 6 of the values clarification

process: -Rank order the'cards according to-the importance you give

to the skills sumMarized' on each card.

FrOm these cards you could write a description of what ou.can

Ao which wouldbe-very useful for preparing a concise functional

resume. Such functional resumei ca,n'be used to show thai,you are

qualified for many specffic positions even though you.may not have

-woricexperiente in a position having a similar Sob title.

Check the exampli of Jane's chistered skills'io see.hovi one

pirson did it. When you are done, show your prioritized-pack-6f

clustered skills cards to the coordinator, or a person designated

by the coordinator to assessyour Activity 3 products,
,/,
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ASSESSMENT OF ACTIVITY 3

When you have completed the six steps of Activity 3, you will
have several cards, each listing those skills which seem to cluster
together because they have a similar theme. After You have priorf-
tized the clotered skills, give the cards to the coordinator or
someone designated to compare your products with the criteria de-
scribed in the Coordinator's Guide. Ask.for feedback about how your
cards of clustered skills stack up when evaluated on ,the assessment
criteria developed for Objective 3.

36
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Activity 4 - The,Application

Adapting Individualized Methodt to Other Clientele in Other Settings

.You have now,tried the individbalized methods of identifyirtg your

sonal constructs and usable -skill's., You have been asked to'sample

e process yourself because experiential learning is more likely to

be internalized and applied in new situations. To test this assumption,

you are asked to adapt the basic prticess to anpther setting, preferably

one in whith you may be using your counseling and guidance skills in .

the near future. However, before you devise a plan for the setting

of ,your choice, the following'simulation is provided for a trial effort.

Try making up a plan for the simulation case first. The case 'is as

follows: .

A simulation:

The faculty and administration a,t your middle school

(grades 6-7-8) have decided to obtain from students indivi-

dualized descriptions of the most.highly. valued cl..ass sessions .

they can imagine. You are asked to devise a. plats of obtaining

these descriptions using methods suggested.by this module., In

ten minutes, devise an outline for the plan.

After you have devised a plan for the simulation ease, exchange

plans with the person serving as your partner and evaluate each other's

work using the criteria for assessing application pIansdescribed in

the coordinator's manual in the section titled, "Criteria for.Assesment

of Objective 4." Then turn your attention to the develpOment of'a

plari using these methods in a setting in which you work or could work

in the future. Use the following headings to organize your application

plan.

a. 'Description oftclientele (ages, ability levels, socio-

economic characteristics, etc.)

b. Description of setting (physical facilities, time frame,'

completing activities).

Goal'of the pioject.

Specific objectives for students participating in the

experiences. Start with: "When you complete this project,
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you will be abfe to...

e. Description'of adapted methods.

f. Identification of barriers br conditions which would pi'.esent

special problems when adapting the process to this clienteTe

and this setting.

As'part of the adaption plan-, identify the key steps in the

individualization process you have completed and adapted".

38
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ASSESSMENT OF ACTIVITY 4

Your adaptation plan will be assessed using the same criteria

used to assess the simulation plan developed in,Activity 4. Aftet

you have included activities in your adaptation plan which facilitates

individualization, give it to the coordinator' or a person designated

by the coordinator to evaluate your plan. The criteria described in

the Coordinator's Guide will be used to evaluate your pl'an.
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Ai'PEND I X A

A MODEL FOR

A VALUES CLARIFICATIONTROftSS

PART I

IDENTIFYING'CONSTRUC:TS USING EVENT (TSU'S)

The process described in the nex't few pagesOs designed to
facilitate your identificetion of persooal values. Values, which'
express what is important to you, are difficult to define and iden-
tify. Each person has a unique way of seeing, thinking, and'..feeling.
We have no commonly accepted list of-values which applies to every-
one. Therefore, each person has to identify her or his own unique
constellation of values if she/he wants to be aware of these beliefi
and attitudes and how they affect behavior. The follow6g process

'provides a way of helping yoU use the ravi material of your experience
to generate themes which identify patterns in your life. These
patterns help you make your values more explicit and recognizable.
No one knows what will emerge as you get in touch with these partially
hidden themes. You are the only person who can make it happen, so
you have the responsibility. The steps described in the.prOcess
will provide a guide, but the outcomes will depend on you.

SteP 1: IderitifYing exPerirces using TSU'

Select a recent week and identify activities or experiences
occurring during the week. This is simply a memory refresher which
you will use to identify 30 to 50 different personal events you:
have experienced in the past. After developing one rather typical
week's inventory, think of another week which was Imite different
from the first week and jot down events and activities not included
in the lirst. Then reflect upon the past few years and jot down some
significant events or special times which stand out in your memory.

After you have identified these past activities and experiences,
take 30 to 50 blank cards (index or recipe cards work well) and
briefly describe a variety of experiences or activities which have
occurred in your life. Hereafter we will call these experiences
time-space units (TSU's). A ISO Card is one which briefly describes
what was going on at a given time and in aliven space or location
where you were engaged in some type of activity or experience which
can now be recalled. Name anactivity in such a way that you can
recall it. Some examples of TSU's are:

.

(1) a visit to the Jones' home
(2 daydreaming in my room 1

(3 , preparing an evening meal ,

(4 reading one of my favorite fiction stories
(5) typing a paper
(6) having an agrument with Mary
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A TSU experience may be a momentary one or it may occur over
several hours. It should be a period which is Oaracterized by
activities and feelings which are different from those occurring just
prior to and after the;period. In oiher words, the experience should
be one which "hangs together" as you recall it and one you can remember
or re-experience: Hopefully you can close your eyes and yecreate some'
of the experience again.

Prepare anywhere from 30 tolb TSU's, describing each experience
on aAeparate index card. Number each card as you prepare it. Be

sure to Sample aspects of all parts of your life. See if 'you have

included the following parts' of your life:

(1) your paid or unpaid 'employment
(2) class time in a school subject
(3) your hobbies, recreatioh, and pure relaxing time
(4) your loving and relattonship-bonding times
(5) your maintenance activities, such as'housework, grooming, etc.
(6) your community involvement and professional organization time
(7) your vacation and/or weekend time
(8) your fantasy/daydreaming time
(9) your times when you are being creative or productive

(10) some'times which are sad, bOring, or downright Unpleasant-
(11) some desirable future activities or times which you' can

imagine happening

The Example which is attached to theseidirections shows one
'person's TSU cards and their subsequent use.

Step 2: Identifying feelings often associated with TSU experiences

The purpose of this portion of the process is to identify some
feelings often associated with the experiences named on your Tat cards.
-Go through your cards and try to name one or more feelings which you
had at the time of the personal event named on the card. Write the
words or phrase describing the feeling on the back of the TSU card.
If you have difficulty finding names for the feelings you have
experienced, refer to the handgpt entitled, "Labels for Feelings."
Each.event in'your life is proffably associated with several feelings.
Since it would be impossible to describe past evAlp with a complete
and accurate accounting of your feelings, be satfsTled with the
identification of one feeling'descriptor which seemS associated with

the TSU experience. However, if several feelings can be readily
identified, name them all. While you are associating TSU eVents
with feelings, mark each card on the TSU side in a corner with a +
if the experience had a positive flavor and a - if the experience
was negative. This + or designation will be useful in the next

step of the process. If you're undecided or if the feelings are
neutral, leave it blank.

3,$)
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Divide ybur TSU cards into two piles, one-with + signs in thecorner and the other with - signs. Put 1S0 cards which you couldn'tcall + or - in the smaller pile. The smaller pile should be at ,leasthalf as large as the larger pile.of cards. In most cases*, thel+cards far outnumber the - card;0 If you do not have many negati\fely-
tinged TSU cards, make up a few by recalllng

some'unpleasant experiencesin your past. After shuffling the cards in each pile, take twolromthe larger pile and one from the smaller pile. Think of a label or
characteristic descriptor identifying some aspect of two TSU's which
distinguishes from the other TSU and describe it on the Sorting Work-sheet in the Similar Pole column.- TrY to use a word or phrase whfch'
does more than describe the commcin feeling evoked by the two TSU's,.Try to use a cognitive word which describes the two events in a mori'general way, possibly identifying a' reason why the two events madeyou feel the way you felt. After you ha'Ve written the similarity
word or phrase (i.e., what is the san4 about the two cards that 'gotogether"?), think of a descriptor which is opposite in meaning towhat you wrote in the similarity pole and write this descriptor intheeDifference Pole column. What you have written should deicribe,the third TSU card better than the otheritwo. Together, the simi-
larity pole and the difference pole deffhe a dimension you usewhich wemill call a construct. A construct is you).- personal meansor tool for distinguishing among experiences. Constructs are usefulfcTr describing events in your pasitand also for helping you anticipatethe future. (Some examples of similarity poles and differences polesof constructs developed fr6m TSU's are shown in the completed SortingWorksheet in Step 3 of the Example used to demonstrate this wholeprocess.)

After you have thought of a similarity pole and a difference
pole arising from three of your TSU's, record on the Sorting Work-
sheet the numbers of the TSU-ards used to develop the construct.
Also record on the Worksheet any fe6ling stathments you had' previouslydescribed on the back of the TSU cards.- After you have identified
a construct for distinguishing among the first three cards, take
three different TSU -cards, two from the large pile and one,from the
other, and identify a new construct. Repeat this process' with severaldifferent combinations of TSUjaards until,you have 20 to 40 Constructs

Some people find this process quite difficult and unnatural.In order.to identify useful words and phragbs for describing past'events in your life, you may wish to try some.other method of finding
constructs. Some are described below:

If two of the three TSU's do not seem similar in any meaning-
ful way, you will find it easier to think of some way that any two
of the TSU's are different from each other. 'When.thinking of ways
to distinguish between two TSU's, try to use words which are suffi-
ciently general to be useful for describing other TSU's in the piles.
By using descriptive words.of a more general nature,%you are morelikely to recognize patterns in your life events. For instance, it
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would be more useful to distinguish between two TSU's by charac-
terizing one os "contributing to your storehouse of professional
knowledge" rather than saying you are "reading a book about a new

.technique in your field.",

Another method which you might tryafter you have tried
comparing andcontrasting miny TSU's, two or three at a-Alme, -

is to spread ill your TSU's out on a table. Then group the ones
which have a common theme-into a pile and name the pile With a
general Colamn and rebeat the-grouping process with the TSU cards,
which remain.

After you have tried sleeral ways cif identifying constructs,
for distinguishing-among even1ftsln4.your life, look over the 'list,
of constructs and values in the Appendices.' Select any of these

. descriptors which you often:use to think:about.what you have done
or what you are going ta db.

The purpose of-this step has been'to list many ways you think
about events tn your life. From these different.ways,.you will
now select the ones which are the most useful for describing what'
you-want.

Step 4: Selecting the-constructs Which- indicate your values

Using ihe list of constructs you have just developed, you
. will nowselect a few of the constructs which are useful for

describing what you Most,want. To do this, try Using the simi-
larity pole or the difference Role of one of the constructs to'.
complete a sentence'startq.by the phrase want...," Try this
technique for using the constructs°on your list and locate the
construct (or part of a construct) which lends itself most readily
to mdking a meaningful 'g want.:." statement. Circle the part
of the construct Wlich can be used to make the'4olue statement
and mark it number 1. After identifying and circling the first,
one, find another one which is also,very useful for making a value
statement, but quite unlike the first one you circled. You-have
been asked to find constructs which are different from%aach-other
because it is the goal of this step to identify from four to
eight constructs which rebresent all Or more of the constructs
on your original list. Remember, each of the constructs which
you cfrcle should be quite different froM others that' are circled.

--Go through.Your entire list of constructs and locate four to eight
which will be,most useful for making value statements starting
with the "1. want..." phrase. Circle and number.these constructs,
checking to see if the most important constructs have been selected .

and to see if each of the circled constructs are quite unlike any
of the.other constructs which have been circled. -After the most
useful constructs have been identified, go over the uncircled con-
structs again and find those which are somewhat similar to ones
which have been circled. ,Markthese uncirci4d constructs with
the number of the circled construct which is most like it. After
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you have identffied other descriptors which are like the circled
constructs, you will be able to write a, more complete value state-
ment in the next step of the procets. You will be able to make
a different value statement by using each of the circled constructs
and that value statement may be supplemented or filled out using
uncircled constructs having the Imenumber as the circled con-
struct. In a way, you will end I.: with your.list,of.constructs
being clustered into four tcLeight major groupings. It is not
necessary to have all'of'your constructs from,the,original list
included in one of the clusters. A.few-constructs on any list
are unlike-any others and,some of these are not useful for making
value statemeatsjleaded by-"I want..." prefixes. However, you ,

should be able to find anywhere frbm four to eight constructs
which are indicators of what you consider to be important exper-
iences or events in your life.

When you are looking over the list of constructs to find those
which are most useful'for indicating values, you should pay atten-
tion to the feelings which are associated with the TSU't and the

, constructs elicited by these TSU's. Study both the positive and
the.negative feelings op the Sorting Worksheet to locate TSU's
and constructs which are likely to affect you the most.

Another Short exercise which often helps individuals identify
importanWSU's and consti-ucts involves the use or some,fantasy.
Try fantasizing'thatfcertain experiences or events associated
Iwith 'Certain TSU's would become inaccessible or not available
in the future. In other words, pretend that events beyond your,
control would deprive 'you of selected experiences in the future.
TryfthTs fantasy with different TSU cards or the constructs de-
scribish4 several of them and notice which ones leave you mith the*
greatest.tense of loss. ,Also try to imagine what might cause' that

loss and use this means to get at important values. .This procesS
might help you idenfify the importance of a Oven person, or a
job,'or one's health; which you have come to take for granted.

After Au have identified four to eight constructs which are
mostindicative.of *portant values, follow the suggestions in
Ste-135 to'convere:them to value statements.

Stek 5: 'Making value statements e

USIng the four to eight clusters of constructs, or parts of
constructs, which were identified in the previous-step, make up
fourto eight corresponding statements which describe what you
want. When writing each value statement, try to uss I,(ey words

or phrases from the constructs whighihad been clustered together

in the previous step, Hopefully, EMse fobr to eight value
statements will not only describe what,you have found to be most
important in your paSt experiences, tut the Statement will also
be useful for describing what you want -youp3future'to be like.



Step 15 ,Writing a script* which reflects your values.

The last step of the process is to write a script which
suggests what you want and also gives some idea of which'values
are most, important. Before writing this script (which might be
called a scenario of a day in the futUre) try to prioritize the
valOes statements made in Step 5. Write your,script by describ--

ing your most important values first*In order to prior4ize
your four to eight 'value statements, you may want to rank order

them. If you want fto use a More systematic way of prioritizing
the value statements, wrtte the summary of each value statement
on *separate card and numberthe cards, Then compare each'card

with each'other card and choose one which you consider the more
important in each paired comparison. After all combinations of
cards have been compared and ranked, add up the number of pre-
ferences each card received in all of the comparisons. The totals

of each card will provide the rank order of al-I the statements.
An example of this process, when prioritizing sevemards is shown
below.

irn

.0.4 IC 4 al- 4
11414 al 5 3a1 4410
14C 2J34454 10

[117 aj.7 0-7 4431 57 4-7

/Lard number 1 2 3'4 5 6 7

Choices received3 5 2 1 4 :6 1

After prioritizing your4'value statements, the primary task
of this step is to write a script describing a future day when

you are implementing the values-described on your value statepents-.

The statements having the highest priority are described fiAlk
, ,

in the script and the less important onesJollow in order of their

importapce.

'It is often the case that one doesn't want to choose one value

orilreferred condition over another one, since it is the combination

of-themthat results in a balanced and whole life.' This situation

makeslt-Seem unreal to choose one condttion or value over ano er

sipte you really feel as if you must n40 both or several of them

together. While it is true that you,pWneVer have to choose'one

value over another in any long-term atsolute way, you will probably
face, several situations where one of Siour values conflicts with

another in some immediate situation. In these situalions you

may have to choose one value over the other and in these cases

it helps to have done spme prioritjzing before hand. Hopefully,

all of the values 4escribed in your value statements will be re-

alized in some form at various times in your life:

It should also be noted that no one can hope to describe

hiMseIf.or herself in all of th mplexity that,exists. Thus,

the script yo6.rite will certai .not describe all of what .

you want your life:to be like. The script is only'meant to be



a sample of what you want. If you do a thorough job, it should
captpre some of the important aspects, but it will never approach
all that can or will happen.

When considering your value statements, you might pay special
attention to two questions: (1) what do you want more of that is
too limited or lacking in your current life? and (2) what aspects
of your current life do you most want to keep, or in other words,
which parts do you fear losing the most? Try to address these

.

two questio-ns" when writing your script.



AN EXAMPLE

Example: Steps l and 2

Jane D. is a 34-year-old woman who works haif-time as a
secigeiary, has two children, and attends occasional classes at
a comunity college. The following samples are taken from her

NYSU exercise.

(front)

(back - Step 2)

Shopping wi.th Joanne

(my, youngest child)
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Example: Steps 1 and 2 (continued)'

The rest of Jane's TSU cards are summarized below:

Card-No. ,iSt)-Desct)' +.or

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

13

14

16

16

17

18

19
20
21
22.
23

,24

25

26
27

29
30
31

32

33
34

Feel i nAgs

liovie with family
Grocery shopping

4: totatherness
emenvhelmed

Family Hike + natural
Time with friend
Cleaning house,
Lawn work
Planting a garden
Carries birthday
Biting with family
Typing at.

,4cApted close
ant ic ipatio')
almost hopeless
sensuous, productive
motherly
vigAr044, togetherness
mechanical

Controlling federal grant budgets VAPVtent, trusted
Xeroxing
Updating computer files
Attending classes P

Writing papers
Caring for house plants
Loving time with husband

, Hiking with husband
Searching-for tools
A party for a friend
Mushroom hunting
Framing pictures
Putting up kitchen shilv

EXemise Class
Jogging
Cleaning the basement

Doing'TSU's
Watching TV .

Reading
Bathing the dog -

Flat tire on freeway
Picking up after others

es'
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+

mechanical.
bored
indUstr °US competent

PrOtuctive, confident
nurturing, sensuous

S00$401 (Wing
0$0 hearty

frustration

festive
hearY
artistic
productive
sociable, vigorous
mixed
frustrating
curious

guilty
tnterested
angry
scared
resentful

;

`



Example: Steps 3'and 4 Sorting i.lorksheet

(Circle and number the most impOrtant constructs in step 4; number uncircled constructs.to show
which constructs they most resemble.) .11

Feelings
Card
Nos.

Similarity Po-l-e------'-'
.

Difference'Pole tard
Nos.

Feelings

close, hearty
togetherness

19

2
warm, close interaction .superficial,interaction 21 fesgve

artistic
productive

23

24
routine; no end to it 7

almost
hopeless

feel like accomplishments

festive
competent ,

trusted

21

12

I feel like a.unique .1,

person I'm part of the machine 11 mechanical

bored
productive,
competent

-14

16.

reflects competence
.

anybody could dojt 34 Horesentfttl

accepted, close
curious

5

29
growthful to me does nothing for me 12 angry

sociable,
vigorous
mixed

25

26

-

. not healthful ao guiltyhealthful

natural
motherly

4

9
I'm participating I*observing 30 guilty

anticipation
competent,
trusted

6

12

it's chaotic 33 ' scared ,

,

I'm in control

accepted, close
sensual l oving_

5

18
intimate

.

impersonal
,

13 mechanicaT

comp ent
productive,
competent 16

it's helpful but not
valued

_

Il, mechanicalI feel valued by others
and myself . I

16



Example: Step 5

Value StiteMent

,t wan.t..0 life in which the contributions I make are valued
by miself and others. This valuing goes beyond just helpfulness;
I must be using my abilities so that I feel competent and produc-
tive. '-

It is important'that my-activities be growthful: to mi, .

contributing to my feelings of physical, emotional, and 'mental.
well-being. Activities which are repetitious and boring are
growth-stopping for me.

I need to have a feeling of oontrolover my life, and this
feeling ts present mare when I am actively participating in
thtngs.

Home, family, and friends are importahtto me, as I value
intimate interaction and am bored by prolonged superficial contact.

ExamPle: SteP 6

ScriPt

I am in a position of moderate statust-and my work is'varied
and interesting. Because I am to interested in my work, I do
extr,a studying and often work into the night on projects I'm
heavily involved in. My co-workers admire my willingness to go
"that extra mile" to get a job done well.

The f1tem1,1 work in has ho strict chein'of commend, end monthly
brain-storming_meetings are held where input is welcome from
upper-and=Middle-management personnel. I get very involved in
these.planning sessions, and many of my ideas have been success-

fully implemented.
-

In off-work hours, I'm always busy with famIty and friends.
We are outdoors a lot, hiking, picnicing, etc. We are open with
our feelings, whether love or anger is being felt. We respect

each other and work our differences out cooperitively.
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,orting Worksheet

Constructs

Feelings Card No. SimilaritY Pole Difference Pole Card No. Feelings

1



APPEND I X A

4

A VALUES CLARIFICAVON. PROCESS

PART II

CLARIFYING CONSTRUCTS' FOR DESCRIBING PEOPLE

The clarification process previously demoptrated by using TSU's
as the raw material can be easily adapted to other raw material. For-
example, people, jobs, school subjects, as well as special accomplish-
mints and failures can be used as the raw material for this process.
Whatever type'of material one uses for the raw material, it should
be possible to identify 10-to 20 specific examples of the type. If you
use people, for example, you would need to name 10 to 20 real people
you know. The process would then help you identify how you distinguish
among these people. Thesepersonal constructs for distinguishing
among people then provide the dimensions Trom Oich you can identify
the characteristics of others and yourself which yop value. If you
wish, try the process with people.

Step 1

The first task is to identify a representative selection of
people and put each of their names on a card. Instead of using their
real names, it may be less threatening to others if you use code names
on the cards. In that way no one will know who the people are except
you. Try to select at least a third of the total from.pepple you would
not classify as people you ltice a Iot, including a few you.actively
Tilike. As with the TSU's, have a pile of'cards marked +, -, or
neutral with respect to an overall feeling flavor. You don't have to
dislike someone to have a - feeling,designation oh their card. It may
just mean that time or circumstances never permitted,the development
of a positive relationship.

In order to choose individuals who come from various periods
and other aspeqs--of your life, use the following I4st as an aid in,
selecting people to use in this clarification process:

1. Your mother or ,the person whd has played the part of a mother
in your life.

Your father or the person who has played the-part of a father --
in your life.

3. Your brother nearest your age. If you have no-brother, the person
who is most liloe one.

Your sister nearest your age. If you have no sister, the person
who is most like:one.

A teacher you liked or the teacher of a subject you liked.
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A teacher you disliked or the teacher of a subject you disliked.

7 A person who has had some authority over you (employer, super-
visor, teacher, etc.) whom you respectedsor liked.

Your spouse or the'person with whom you are most intimate.

An employer, supervisor or authority figure you found hard
to get along wits.

10. A person you have been closely associated with who, for some
unexplained reason, appeared to dislike you.

II. -A person' you have met within he'past six months whom you would
most like to know better.

12. ,The person you would most like to help, or for ,whom yOu feel
'most sorry,. \/-*

13. The most intelligent person you know personally%

14. The most successful person you know personally.

15.' The most interesting person you know Oersonally.

16. An acquaintance you find very,hard to understand.

17. A'person with whom you have worked who was easy to get along with.

18. A person with whom you have worked who was difficult to get
along with.

19. The mOst important wOman in your life not Oready listed (rela-
tive, divorced wife, etc.).

20. The most important man in your life not already listed (relative,
divorced husband, etc.)

21. Yourself now.

22. Yourself as you used to be.

23. Yourself as you hope to be in the future. -

After you have-made up cards, follow the same steps IJed with
TSU's. The following suggestions may assist you in carrying out
the process.using people as your focus.,

Step 2

Identify 'and list feelings you often have when you are around
the-person or are thinking about the person beinsconsidered. Don't

describe how you think they feel but how you firl. This wilI probably
be very difficult because you may have a mixtat of feelings about

,many of the people you relate with during a typical day. Don't
worry about identifying all of these feelings; just identify one or
two which occur quite often.
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Step 3

Using the two piles, select three namei at a time and develop
constructs which indicate how you distinguish amongthe individuals
you have selected. In this step you are describing them, so the
dimensions may,be quite different from your feelings described in
Step 2. There will, however, be some surprising connections between

. the constructs used to describe others and feelings you have about

them.

Step 4

Circle four to eight constructs which are different from each
other and useful for describind what you value in people.

Step 5

Write-four to eight statements which describe peopl,e you value,
using the parts lenstructs you circled in Step 4.

,Stest 6 .

Write a script which describes some people in your life at

some future'time. Describe the people using your most valued

constructs first and then with the values having someWilatlawer

priorities. Look at. the_script and see.iif it also describes the

way you want to be at some future time. *How would you change it

if -you were 'describing how you -want to be?



APPEND I X A

I I,

A VALUES CLARIFICATION PROCESS

PART I LI

CLARIFYING- CONSTRUCTS'FOR DESCRIBING JOBS

Step 1

In this adaptation, select 10 to 20 jobs with4htcth you are
fairly familiar. To select a representative sample of types of
jobs, follow the guidelines listed below when making out cards
with name jobs.

1, Your present or most recent job (includes student, housewife, etc.)

2. A job you would consider taking in the fuiure if it was offered.

3. A job that involves helping or working directly with people
(e.g., social worker, nurse, teacher, waitress, etc.)

4. A job you have,daydreamed about.'

5. The job you have,had that you liked the least.

6. A job working primarily with tools, objects, or machines
(e.g., carpenter, drafter, welder, X-ray technician, ete,.)

T. A job you would take primarily, because it paiewell.

8. The job of a friend who seems to enjoy his/her work.

9. A job involving paperwork and keeping records (e.g., accountant,
file clerk, cashier, auditor, etc.).

10.' Your father's occupation.
0

11. Your mother's occupation.

12. A job requiring iiiiestigation, problem solving, or scientific
methodology (e.g economist, chemist, lab-technician, dental
hygienist, etc.).

13. The job you have had that you liked best.

14. A job you are presently qualified for but prefer not tcdo.

15. A job that would allow you to'be creative and expressive
(e.g., artist, musician, writer, actor, photographer, etc.)

16. A job that you imagine to be high pressure or tension prodking.

17. A job suggested by family.or friends.

18. A job involving managing and influencing others, selling, or
promoting. (e.g., store manager, buyer, salesperson,-lawyer,
announcer, etc.).

19. A job you considered taking in the past but did. not take.

20. A job you consider ideal, regardless of, present qualification.

r-03
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Step 2

As you have done before, identify feelings'you have when you
think about the job being considered if you 'have had previous work
experience in the job being considered, try-to recall how you felt
about the job at the time or how you feel about it now.

Step 3

Sort the jops and find constructs for distinguishing between
jobs. Use 4- and - piles when selecting job cards for this sorting
process. J *

1
4

Step 4

When you are looking for constructs which identify what you
value about a-job, ask yourself these questions.

(1) Would one of the poles of this construct describe a
job-I would yalue and desire?

(2) Is this characteristic one I would pay a lot of'attention
to when selecting a new job ar position?

Step 5

Write four to eight value statements describing joi7s which would
be satisfying to you.

Step 6

Write a script describing a job or\some jobs yo6 might have
at4 some future times. Prioritize the vaIue statements developed
in. Step 5 so you can use the statements having higher priorities
in the first part of your_vcript and those of )esser importance
in the latter part of yodr script.
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APPE(Np I XB.,

LABELS -FOR FEELINGS

JOyful Petty Humble Calm

Powerless Centered AccePting Youthful

Anxious Proud Friendly Dependent

Vorried Cheerful Graceful Loving

Affectio\riat" Quarrelsome Neurotic Sociable
.

1
,

StreSsed -446ellious Strained Maternal

Alienated Self-Indulgent Asssertivé, Observant .

Unhappy Disciplined Strong Detached

Guilty Domineering Aware Giving

Solid' ---tftmoncerned Guilty Clever

lonely Uncontrolled Brave Unaware

Warm: A1441.derate Potent Crazy

Trustful Irritable Tense Dutiful

,

Inferior Excited Helpless Intuitiveor

Secure Overburdened Remote Playful

Empty , Responsive: Together Ashamed

,A., .

. ,

Despondent Vulnei-able Cold Upset

Disappointed Satisfied Quiet Tired

Calm Lascivious S'il:Ty Bored

Free Controlled . Helpie tnvious

Aggressive Cranky - Resentful Used

Jealous 'Regretful . Unaware jouched

Angry d Dependable Cai.ing Moved

-..

-Jovial Refaxed Insecure '' Good

Annoyed Reserved Useful Cautious'
,

Narctssi.sic Accepting ...r Childlike
.

Confuseta

'Attnictive Docile ' 'Competent Soft

Nurturing Sensual Lazy :.Bubbley

Belliwent Energetic'. SerioUs Tight

Passive Foolish Wise: tute

Bitter Gentle Creative Quddley
,

Patient. 'Uptight
_. . Lively, Puzzled

Carefree Withdrawn Sexy Careful
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APPENDIX C
"R.

SOME EXAMPLES OF PERSONV,. CONSTRUCTS

AND RELATtD VALUE STATEMENTS

Construct A Value Statement .

Similarity Pole

1. I was interested in what
was going on because my,
mind was challenged

2. I was independent and
decided when to go and,

come

I could express myself
in my most natural way

expression

Difference Pole

I was bored because
1 didn't ne0 to
think

I had to go ind come
because of other's,

.wishes.

I was inhibited from
my natural ways of'

4. r I was able to lead
'others

5. I 'roes rewdrded for what

I did

6. *It permitt6d me to grow
and get ahead

7. Mpefforts were

"I want

to. have interesting
challenging activities

to be independent, to
decide when I come

- and go

to express myself in
my most natural way

I had to follow the to lead others

leadership of others

I got nothing for my to be rewarded for

effort wbat I do

It was leading to to be able to grow

nowhere and get ahead

No one recognized my:efforts recognized

recognized my efforts

8. I got to do new,
different a-Ctivities

9. Itfontributed to my
.safety and'security

10. abTe to be hgnest
and fair

11. I was helping to improve
my community

12. I was helping my family
40-

13. I was winning

14. I was learning about
my heritage

15. I was expressing my
religious faith

16. I was standing up for
what I knew was right

17. I was creating new ideas

I had to do repeti- to be able to do new

tious'activities and different activities'

.It left me less safe to be doing things that

and more insecure contribute to my safety

than before and security

I had to be dishonest to be honest and fair

or unfair

I wasn't helping illy to help improve my

community cOmmunity

I was not helping to help my family

family members

I was losing to be winning

I was learningThothing to learn' about my

about my heritage , heritage

-to be able to express
my religious faith

to stand up for what
I know'is right

to create new ideas
or things

I wasn't expressing
my faith

I wasp't standing up -
far what was right

I was repeating old
ideas 2



Construct

Similarity Pole

18. I was building something

19. I was being efficient

20. I was developing a
close friendship

21 I was helping society

22. I was competing with.
others

23. I was making decisions

24. There was a lot of
pressure

25. I was learning new skills

26. I had power over others

27. I was in a..beautiful
**pleasing setting

28. I was adding to my
expertise

29. I wa*t supervising others

30. It Was a stable, com-
fortable situatidh

31. People were_stipulated'
and excited

32. I had a chance to gain
a lot, quickly

33. was contributing to
moral standards -

34. I Was exe-rting myself
physically

35. I. had enough free
time to relax

36. I was being romantic
and soft

37. I was self-sufficient

38. rwas imOroving the
meaning of We

3.9. I was aware of broader
perspectives

D4fferenct Pole

I wasn't building

I was wasting time

I was isolated

superficial

I wasn't helping
society

I was cooperating
witih 'others

I was going along
and being passive

tittle pressure
existed

I wasn't learning

I had no power

The place was not
attractive

I was not improving
my expertise

I wasn't supervising

It was unstable and
dangerous

others were dull and
unexcited

I had little chance
to gain much

I was not helping
moral standards

I was not physically
active

I didn't have time
to relax'

couldn't be
romantic -

I was dependent

I was maintaining,
physical needs

I was only aware of
immediate activity

66

A Value Statement

want..."

to build Something

to'be efficient

to develop close_
friendships

to'help -society

to compete with
others

to make decisions

plenty of pressure
in my Iife

to be learning new
skills .0

power over others r

to be ih\beautiful,-
pleasing settings

to become a real i

expert 1

to supervise others

to-have a stable, com-
fortable,situation

to-be where people are
stimulated and excited

to be at4e to gain a
lot, quiC*ly

to contribute:to
moral standards

to have physical
exertion

enough free time to
relax

to be able to be
romantic and soft

to be self-sufficient

to improve the meaning
of life Ai

to be aware of broader
perspectives



Construct

Difference Pole

40. I was responsible for- I was passive and

what happened to others not responsible 4

41. It was leading to a cam-- I waskq gaining
fortables, prosperous life

42. I was having an eiciting
life

It was, boring

43 I was making a lasting
contribution

.44. I was contributing to
peace in the world

46 I was promoting equality
and brotherhood

46. I was contributing ta the
security of my family

47. I was adding to a feeling
of inner harmony

48. 1. was expressing love
and sexual intimacy

49. It was enjoyable and
leisurely

50. My self-esteem was
increased

51. I was keeptng alive
a dos, friendship

52. 1 was gaining wisdom
and'a more mature under-
standing of life

53. I was producing a real
product

54. I was helping another
person

55. I was expressing my
uniqueness and
differentness

56. I was exercising and
staying fit

57. I had companionship
and closeness

58. I was ab1e to appreciate

nature

It was meaningless
oVer the long run

I wasn't helping with
peace

I wasn't promoting
brotherhood

My family wasn't made
more secure

It didn't help inner
harmony

There was no intimacy

It wasn t pleasant

My self-esteem was
hurt

I was doing nothing
to keep friendships
going

I gained no wisdom

I wasn't producing
anything

I couldn't help
anyone

I couldn't express
my uniqueness

I was not moving and
I was getting flabby

I had no companion
ship

I couldn't appreciate
nature

67

A Value Statement

"I want.,."

to be responsiOlae
for others

to lead a comfortable,
prosperous life

to-have an exciting
life

to make a lasting
contribution

to contribute to
world peace

to promote equality
and brotherhood

to contribute to the
security of my family

to have-aleeling of
inner harmony most of
the time

to express love and
sexual intimacy

lots of times which.are
enjoyable and leisurely

to do things which
-increase my self-esteem

to keep alive Close

friendships

to gain wisdom and have

a mature understanding

of life

to-produce real
products

to help others

to express my uniqueness
and differentness

to stay fit and get
plenty of exercise

companionship and

closeness

to appreciate nature
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Constructs

Similarity Pole

59. I was escaping from un-
pleaS'ant realities

60. It was aesthetic and
'enriching

61. , I was entertained,
stimulated and taken
care of

62. I was advancing toward
worthwhile ends

63. I was attaining and en-
joying material' comfort

64 I was serving others-

65. It,was adventurous

66.. I was doing my duty

67. I was alone

68. I was gaining status

69. I was socializing

70. I was achieving some- ),

thing important

71. I was showing my
competence

72-. I was respected

73. I.was nurturing
someone

74. I was getting approval

75. I was tender

76. I was giving or getting
support

77. I had complete privacy

78. We had real intimacy

79., I was being sensitive

Difference Pole

I Couldn't get away
from.the unpleasant

A-Value Statemenl

"I want " =

to be able to escape frgik
unpTeasant realities lip

ft. was ugly to do things which Are
aesthetically pleasing
and enriching

I had to do every- to,6e entertained,
thing for myself and stimulated, and taken

care of

I was getting nowhere to be advancing toward
worthwhile ends

There was very little to attain and enjoy
material comfort material comfort

I was not being of to serve others
service

It was predictable . to do things which are
adventurous.

I wasn't doing my to do my dutY
duty

I was with others to be alone when I want

It did not affect
my status'

. I wasn't socializing to socialize a lot

Nothing important was to achieve something
bein_g achieved important

I wasn't being to show my competence
competent

I wasn't getting to be,respected
respect

I wasn't being to nurture someone
hurturing

I wa's not getting to be approved
approval

I was-not being to'be able to be
'tender tender

No support was in- to give and/or get
volved support

I couldn't have complete privacy when
privacy I want it

We were superficial real intimacy

to be able to be sensi-
tive when I' want

to gain status

68

I wasn't being
sensitive

)9



Construct

Similarity Pole-

80. I was. admired

81. I had. sexuaT appeal

82. F was' with someone who
wa& veryt compatible.

83. Wet were yery inter-
dependent

There was a great' deal
of openness-

85, Someone.'took care
of me

86. F wav polhIrtail
87. I was being sprinitUali

88 I was out-off;=doors

89. I. was repairing,some-
thing'

90. II wes organiZing some-
thing

91. L was llsteninT to
good' muri o,

92. I was travel)ngl

93. r war engaged1 in sportt.

94. I, was, being, ai good fether
(or mother)

95 wasArowingi something,

96. I was being sensual

97. I: was-, gaining 'more
freedom

98. I ,Was helping someone
else feel good

99,. I was learning new things

-Difference Pole'

I %Isn't admired.
I was not.seen- as

appetiting

I wasn't compatible
with whO7-.11

There weS-70o inter-
'dependence

There was no.opem-
ness

7

one tbok care of
me

Ii wasnql

r wasn't' bei'nT
spirituel
indoors'.

I waS not repafring

was4 not* organizing

Music was' unavailabre

I was- stayAngl in,
terri ton

No sports

I wasn't. doirjg. any-
things related' to my
fatherrole. (or
mother-role')
I wasn t invol ved
with growingi
I wasn't sensual'

There was no gain
in freedom

I wasn't helping
anyone feel good

A Value Statement

"I want..."

to be admired
to have sexual appeal

to6 spend' lot's of time
with oompat.ibl es: pecip1e -

to' be interdependent
w,tV others=,

to Piave openness in
my interactIons,
Somerdne to take care
of me

tb)be
os. be s'piritual when
I; want s

to spend lots of tiie '
out-of-doors
to repair things

tb organi ze things

to listen to good
music a lot
tb travel, a.. lot

to' be nvol ved 'wi th-
sports a lot
to be &good father (or
mother')'

to work. in the soil
and grow things

to be sensual more
of thIT

more, freedom

to help someone
feel good

I wasn't learning -to learn new things
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Constructs

Similarity Pole

100. I was choosing what I do

101. I was doing family
activities

102. I was being a partici-
pant (no leadership)

103. I felt valced

104. It was energizing me
and decreasing my
'fatigue

105. My mind was wandering
(daydreaming)

106. I was fantasizing

Difference Pole

I hacPlittle choice

It wasn't related to
the family

I was partly respon-
sible for what
happens to others'

It didn't seem I
was valued

It was not energizing

My mind was focused
on a given task

I was involved in
concrete thinking

70

A Value Statement

"I want..."

to choose what I do

to be involved with a

lot of family activities

to be a participant and-

not be responsible for
leading

to be valued

tp be involved in
energizing activities

to be able to daydream
a lot

to 1Se able to

fantaSize



SOME CONSTRUCTS REFLitTING NEGATIVE AFFECT

Construct

Similarity Pole

1. There 'was a lot of
pressure

2. I was doing repetitious
tasks

I was exhAusted

I was worrying about
the future

5. I didn'thave enough
time

6. 1 was worrying about
fiqpncial concerni

40'
7. I was paying close

attention to details

8. I was iri-itated with
others

9. Others' incompetence
caused unsatisfying
outcomes

10. I was lonely

11. I was Inhibited

12. I was ttred and bored

Difference Pole,

There were no
demands on me

I had variety in
what I was doing

I was rested and
*

ready

I was enjoying
the moment

I had enbugh time

A Value Statement

"1 want,.."

to avoid pressure

to ayoid repetitious
actitiiities

tOpavoid getting exhausted

not to worry about
the future

-0 have enough time

I was not aware of not to worry about

financial concerns money

I was unfocused and,. not to have to pay

aware of'lots of4 attention to details

things

I was accepting and ' to avoid situations--

,appreciating others where I am irritated
by others

I was unaffetted by to avoid suffering the

the in-competence.of effects of others'

others incompetence

felt connected and not to feel lonely

involved With others

I felt free to do what to avoid.situations
I felt like doing where I feel inhibited

I was involved and to keep from getting

refreshed tirel and bored
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APPENDIX D

WORDS WHICH MAY DESCRIBE YOUR USAB4 SKILLS

WORUNG WITH DATA

SKILLS

Synthesizing

Ptoblem-solvtng
Imagining, visualizing
Inventing, creating
Designing, developing
Creating - images, shapes
Creating - words, music
Dealing with colors
Visualizing third dimension
Experimenting, improvising
Forecasting, foresight
Perceiving intuitiveAy
Relating abstract ideas.
Operating, lin unstruetured.
/environment

Writing

s,

Coordinating

Reviewing, evaluating
' Organizing own time

Initiating projects
Self-direction
Risk-taking
Decision-making
Policy-making
Trouble-shooting

-OA

Leading, motivating others
Promoting ch#nge
DeVeloping, planning materials
Setting goals, achieving
Reviewing, evaluating

Analyzing

Analyzing things, ideas, data
Diagnosing
Systematizing
Separating important from

unimportant
Seeing need for More information

,*Arringed in categories of Data-Peopl
Occupational Titles.
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EXAMPLES OF USING SKILLS,

Budgeting monthly,salary,
Developing new ways of organizing a report
Wtiting a clever etter
Developing a recipe
Arts, crafts, sculpture projects
Writing, composing, acting, directing
Decorating, making clothes
Making drawings, models, blueprints

Planning a vacation week
Sizing up a complex situation accurately
Explaining trends in politics
Carrying out a task with few outside

instructions
Preparing a report

Thinking about how it went
Planntng, carrying out a project -
Starting paper drive
Deciding on a new class
Sticking up.for someone in a fight

Suly/ng a car
Rules for kids
Helping improve relations between co-

workers.

Leading field trip, cheerleading
Starting recycling center
Setting up a workbook
Deciding to get a college degree
Evaluating someone's performance on a task

Analyzing ingredients in recipe
Tracing problems to source
Laying out tools in order of use
Cleaning out attic, listening to .

complaints
Getting information on plant disease

e-Things,used in the Dictionary of



WORKING WITH, DATA (continued)

SKILLS

Analyzing (continued)

Finding ways to speed up ajob
Reading
Editing
Translating interpreting

Counseling, guiding

Analyzing costs
Working within budget

Compiling

Gathering information,
intePviewing

Inspecting-

Testing, screening.
AccurAte reporting
Organizing, classifyin
'Exploring, dicoverinqThew

things

'Memory for facts
MusicalAnowledge
Memory for designs, faces
Using visual communication
Layout
Expressing self clearly
Listening -

Describing, defining
Perceptive, good interpersonal

conimUnication
Memory for names, places
Working with accuracy

Developing budget
Bookkeeping
Memory-for numbers

Computing

'Computing numbers
Mathematical problem-solving
Managing money
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tXAMPLES OF USING SKILLS

Redoing housecleaning routine

Understanding-difficult instructions
Improving a child's school paperi
From one languAge to another,'or,
from technical jargon into plain
English

Helping someone who,doesn't know what to
do

GroCery shopping
Painting house

Callig'about price estimates.

Checking/child's work
1Cooking, deciding whatito wear

Doing th: laundry
aeachcombing, mushroom hunting

Remembering birthdays
Rhythm, tonal memory-

Identifying people at class reunion
Making'signs
Desigping poster, cartoon
Describing a past event
Hearing what is implied

Hearing whit a friend is saying

Finding restaurant again
Using procedures, words,inumbers
correctly

Family budgeting
Keeping club records
Remembering Social Security number

Checkbook, arithmetic

Checking account, bank, store



WORKING WITH DATA (conttnued)

SKILLS

Copying

-Copyingi rec*ding
Taking in tory
Keeping. fin dal records
Tolerating epetition

Comparing.

Paying attention to details
Comparing, perctiving similarity
Observing, surveying
Examining, inspecting
Diagnosing, determining
Matching colors and textures
Proofreading
Filing, classifying, retrieving

_WORKING WiTH PEOPLE

Mentoring_

Raising others' self-esteem
Providing support, encouragement
Counseling
Heal*, curling
Developing rapport

Drawtng 'out people

Negotiating

Representing others, liaison
work

Accepting different opinions
Recruiting

Mediating conflict
Negotiating, debating
Risk-taking

Promoting change
Decision-making
Persevering
Confronting others with
difficult matters

-Sharing credit, appreciation

EXAMPLES OF USING SKILe4

Transferring infornation, manuscripts
Checking on pantry, shop supplies
Checkbook
Washing dishes

Embroidering design on shirt
Comparing different brands in supermarket
Watching someone closely
Deiermining if a child has measles
Deciding if food is cooked

'Painting a room
Checking a report

.

Data, materiel, information

Making someone feel better
Comforttng someone who is sick
Helpings ne decide70

Givingtchild 'a chestrub
Establishing a relationship with a

stranger
Helping a thy neighbor to talk

P.T.A.,neighborhood committees

Polling friends about election
Getting the right peopie together

to dp something
Settltng dispute between co-workers
Arguing for a different approach
Choosing an option in spite of possible

problems
Organizing a block-parent group
Choosing best of several options
Keeping at it in spite of barriers
Telling someone they didn't make

the team
Working on a team



WORKING WITH DATA (continued)

Instructing

Teaching

Coaching
Leading distuSsion

Supervising

Initiating projects
Leading, motivating others

-Directing others*
Reviewing, evaluating
Organizing people

Diverting

Creative writing
.Composing
Acting, clanking

Singing, playing instrument-
Directing
Modeling, demonstrating
Public speaking
Public sports
Conducting public affair
Using sense of humor

.-Teaching Sunday School
Showing someone how to sew
Leadingstudy group discussion

lituading

Initiating relationships
Developing.rapport, trust
Promoting, selling things
Promoting, selling ideas
Relating to many'kinds of people
Advertising, publicity

Speaking, signaling

Expressing self clearly
Describing, defi.ning
Using visual communication
Talking, speaking
Perceptive, good inter-

personal communication

Serving

Caring for others
Providing pleasant surroundings

for others
Helping
Caring for animals

'76

Starting a 'family activity ,

Getting ,others to want to do things
Assigning tasks, checking progress
Checking up on Iawn work
Starting a cub scout den

Writing special holiday etter

Playing in high school,band
Putting on a play.
Showing new equipment
Toastmaster
PlaYing on a volleyball team
Putfing On a large party, bake sale
Telling jokes

Talking with ibstrarer onbus, plan

Dealing with co-worker
Selling materials,.products
Changing someone's mind
Activity_in church, P.T.A.
Advertising garage sale

.

Ordering materials

Writing on blackboard, gestures
Talking on the telephone

Raising children
Decorating house

__

SUpporting someone ln need
Keeping pets



WORKING WITH THTNGS

SKILLS

Precision Working -

Fashioning or shaping
lataling with shapes, spaces
Drafting, designing ,

Illustrating, drawing
'Layout, pasteup
Playing musical instrument
Speed precision working
Finger dexterity

4.

Operating-conträlling

9perating machines

Operating tools

Driving-operating

Operating equipment

Manipulating

Assembling
Constructing, building

re'pairing

Sports, physical coordination
Hiking, camping, outdoor.

activities
Cooking, cleaning
Growing, caring for plants

Handling *

Obtaining materials
Filing, retrieving
Lifting, pulling, pushing,
*balancing

77-'

EXAMPLES OF USING SKILLS

.

ulpture
ArchftecturAl design
Intertor design

Design.* poster

Machining
Throwing pots\? sewing

Keypunch, calcOator, computer,
typewriter, adding machine,
cash register, sewing machine

Drills;\mixers'

'Car, truek, boat motorcycle,
tractor t

Kits, models
Carpentry
Painting, appliance repair

Going on a camping trip
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, Ah
MODULE GOAL

1.

MODULE GOAL S

To provide counselors, teachers, and other guidance personnel

with the knowledge and skills to elarify e student's values and skills

by eilciting the student's unique perceptions. A participant who has

successfully completed this module can hel0 q4er persons describe

what they want and what they can do. The methods work best with teen-

agers and adults who express interest in self-assessment and career

planning. The methods can be used with individuals being seen singly

or in classes and other group settings.

MODULE OBJECTIVES

On successful completion 'f this module, you will be able to do

the following:

1. Describe the benefits of individualizing the process Of clarify-

inq career-related values and skills,

This objeqive is achieved, when the participant includes in a

Writtvl statement one of the following' benefits-of individualizing:

a. An individual Is not restricted to the use of previously-
,

designated-dimensions when describing what she/he values and

she/he cpn do,

b: An individual can use special concepts Aich have personal

, meaningS of a unique nature when describing what she/he values

and she/he can do.

c. The dimensions which are identified are more likely to be

the ones the individual uses to anticipate future events than

are dimensions identified by other means.

d: There'are doportunities for great(,_,r variety in self-

d'escriptions and flexibility in vias of describinfj one's self.

The objPrtivf, can c-lso hP demoncLraLeo by selecting 66% of

the correct answPrs, and no MON: than-3N o,f--'che incorrect

answers,from a list of staT.arce-nL',, haH of' whIch are correct,



2. Use indi.vidualized techniques to help individuals identify

andsdescribe their career-related values.

Successful achievement of this objective requires a script

prepared by the participant to demonstrate the use of an individualized

technique of clarifying his or her own values. The script.must include

priOritiied values statements whirh can be traced to a list of personal

cOnstructs identified by the participant when distinguishing among

specific events called "Time-Space Units" (TSU's).

3. Use individualized techniques to help:others identify and

describe their career-related Skills.

Successful achievement of this objective requires the particj-

pant to prepare a ..statement describing his or her most usable Skills

organized in at least three clusters which have been prioritized by

the participant. The use of an individualized technique to identify

these skills will be verified when tiom_Rarticipant describeS past

eventS in which selected skills were demonstrated.

4. Devise a means of adapting the individualized methods for

use in other settings.

This objective is achieved when the participant prepares a.

plan for using the individualized 'techniques described in this module.

Successful aChievement of the objective requires that the plan have the

following component's:

a. A class of referents which can be used to identify specific

events or objects.

,b. The identification of feelings associated with specific

instances.

C. A sorti'ng process where personal constructs or skil s''are

elicited.

d. A method of selecting the more imPortant values or skills

from a list.

e. The preparation of value statements or skills clus ers.

f A method of prioritizing and articulating a summary of

values and/or skills,
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COORDINAT R'S ROLE AND FUNCTIONS

he coordinator's role is very important in that the activities

in this module are complex and subject to a wide range of interpreta-

tion. The following general guidelines may assist you.

Set the Tone:

Since this is a process where part,t247ants explore aspects of their

own lives, the tone is serious, yet relaxed and nonthreatening. Show by

your words and actions that the participants are being taken seriously

and that they can also joke around when they wTsh. Let each individual

know that she/he is responsible for his/her level of involvement.and

the decision to continue with each step of the process. Let participants

know that there are no "correct answers" with respect to personal self-

assessrent and their choices of values and prioritieS.

-Set the Pace:

Because of the extensive agenda and complexity of tasks, it is

e'asy for'some participants to get boggedsdown,and hehind the pace of

the suggested schedule, it is the coordinator's responsibility to

keep aware of ea0 particlpant's pace. Individuals Who, are moving ahead

should be encouraged to cplete semi-optional sections with more detail

and depth, while,slowermovind individuals should be encouraged to

sample these sections rather lightly. The codrdinator may also select

a, "pacing monitor" from:each group of four and ask that person to assist

in the pacing of the small groups.

Vhile the pacing should remain flexible, slower participants will

require prodding. :Times for breaks and the initiation of new activities

should beoposted prior tp the workshop and, after frequent checks,

revisions'in the schedule should he posted and announced.

Fac litate:

The tAsks in this module can be accomplished in a number of ways,

so each individual has a good dea),of freedom and responsibility for'.

her/his own approach. 'The coordinator's Primary rble is to encourage



each participant to focus as much attention and effort as possible.

The participants remain in tontrol of the specific methods and products

while the coordinator promotes the environmental conditions to maximize

each participant's gain.

Evaluate:
,

Check frequently-to see that individuals are getting from, the work:

shop the pkmary objectives set by the workshop sponsors and each

participant. See that each participant gets feedback at several points

and checX tWat the objectives of the module are comPatible with those

'of individuals participating in the workshop%
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SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS OF COORDINATOR

(A CHECKLIST FOR MODULE PROGRESSION)

PRIOR TO THE WORKSHOP:

1. Read the module and go through the activ ties described in the
SA

module.

2. Assemble the following materials and resources:

a; Reserve a room with tables which provide each particiipant

with at least_311_4_3L tableitop. The room or rooms should

also permit participants, in groups of four, to converse

while the; progress throujh the activities.

b. Assemble a numbered packet for each participant which-in.c4u7des-
,

a writing tablet, 30 3x5" index or recipe cards, and the module,

If you plan to reuse the module booklets, make an extra copy of

the following plges for each participant;

1, The Individualized Self-Report form (P. 13)

2. The Normative'Rating Sheet (13, 14)

3. The Sorting Worksheet (P. 56)

4. An Expanded TSU page for Identifying

Skills (P. 33)

3
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AT THE WORKSHOP

(For a more detailed description of directions, see the portion of
this Coordinator's Guide titled, "Suggested Methods.")

1. Introduce yourself-and describe the format of the workshop.

2. Start the participants on ActivityAtich includes the reading
\

of the Introduction, responding to two Self-Report forms, (a) Indiv.i-

dualized Self-Report and (b) Normative Rating Form, and 'a'comparison of
?S

each
t,

film when'responding to certain questions.

3. Have,the participants assess their attainment of Objective 1

and arrange for feedback.

4. in-troduce Objective 2 and start participants on Activity 2,

a sampling of an individualized approach to 'the clarification of their

loatues,

5. Arrange for the assessment of Activity 2 and facilitate feed-

back'of this assessment.'

6. Intro4uce Objective 3 and start participants on Activity a

using an indiyidualized technique to clarify skills.

7. Arrange for the assessment of Objeetive a and-facilitate feed-

'back on the outcomes of Activity 3.

S. Introduce Objective 4 and start-participants on Activity 4,

the applicatlon of the techniques in other settings. Facilitate

practice of the application using the simulation case study, followed

by the application to a specific clientele and 'setting designated by

each participant.

9. Arrange for the assessment of Objecpve 4 and the communication

of feedback to individual participants.

10. Conduct a closure session-by.suMmarizing primary objectives

and outcomes. Answer questions and provide sources for further assist-

ance.

11. Conduc', a, brief final evaluation, asking for reactions to the

complete workshop.
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SUGGESTED METHODS

GREETING PARtICIPANTS AND SETTING GUIDELINES (20 MINUTES)

Intoduge yourself and paraphrase the goals and objectives of
.00

the module. It may be useful to have the participants read page 1 of

the module immediately after you have stated the goals and objectives.

Briefly describe the format of the workshop, including the tenta-

tive time schedule and the policies for,food and reSt breaks. Let

them know that there is not a need for a regimented schedule because

much of the activity is controlled by the individual participant.

However,-a schedule is?feeded to provide the coordinator with oppor-

tunities for introducing new activities and gauging the relative pro-

gress of the 13articipants as they move through-the various activities.

it is especially important that the coordin'ator introduce each of the

four activities with a brief overview of that section.

in the introductory remarks, the coordinator shaild make it clear

that each participant will be asked to clarify his or her-own values

and skills during this workshop. 1Rarticipants who are resistant to

such pertonalized activities should be encouraged to4Modify their

attitudes about this matter_or leave the workshop before the second

activity is started.

Objective 1, Activity 1 Finding Benefits of Individualizing_ (60 minutet)

1. Introduce this activity by-asking each participant to read the

section of the text titled, "Reasons to Individualize When Clarifying

Values and Skills.' Most participants will finish this in about five

minutes.

2. When all have read the introduction, ask that they continue

to read and follow the four steps of Activity '1. In the first step,

they are asked to fill out the Individualized Self-Report. While a

blank Self-Report form\is enclosed in the module, distributing an

unattached copy of the form to each participant'will permit reuse of

the module booklet..

3. When most twe finished filling out the Self-Report form',

as.k them to join'with a few others to form groups of four. Ask them

to 'read through the rest of the directions for Activity 1 and follow



the suggestions described in four steps. You will need to coordinate
their movement through the fOur'steps of Activity 1 because most parti-
cipants mill want to talk about each step of the activity for an extended.
period. You may need to remind them that the module cannot be coM-
pleted in the alloted time if the suggested times 4re not followed
fairly closely.. Let them know that the nature of the material elicited
by these questions usually does result in complex andi interesting dis-
cuscion issues. However, the objectives of the modyle include several
outcomes beyond the stimulation of interesting diotusOon issues. Yo4can expect that your request to move on to the next step will result Infeelings of frustration and complaints that personal isues are often
left undiscussed.

4. After finishing Step 2, participants compare the personal
information reported in the Individualized

Self-Report and the Norma-
tive Rating Form, using three questions presented in Step 3. After
finishing Step 4, a brief discussion of the relevance of the different
approaches to self-assessment, participants are requested by the
coordinator to read and complete the tasks designed to assess the
attainment of ObjeCtive 1.

The Assessment of Objective 1 (10 minutes)

Ask participants to respond to Part 1 of the assessment task, .

writing a short sitatement about the'benefits 'of individualizing self-
assessment efforts, and then Part 2, choosing statements *hich describe

. the benefits.

You may wish ,o collEct the results and evaluate them yourself
or ask each participant to select an assessment partner who can score
the results according to the answers you supply from the coordinator's
guide

iteria for cola2iellIi_e_stile,L1 ar,e as follows:'

The participant has satisfied Objective 1 if she/he identified
two of the three statements (1;, C, and F) in-Tarts2, while not
choosing more than one of the incorrect

s_tatements, (A, D, and E).



When evaluating the comparison of the two Self-Report formg

in Part I , look for at least one benefit which corresponds .to one

of those'desC'ribed in statements B, C, and F on Part II. Also give

credit if the parti-ipant mentions the greater variety and flexibility

permitted when using the Individualized Self-Report form.

Oblecti e 2,,Activity 2 - Clarifying'Values (21/2. hours)

Ask everyone to begin Activity 2 by reading the introductory

remarks and Part 1 of the model Values Clarification Process in

Appendix A. 'Each participant can then return to Activity 2 direc-

tions, the suggestions 'for sampling the six steps of the,model process.

When sampling the six steps i*t will probably be necessary to read

sectionS of Appendix A again, especially the example given at the end

of Part

rThe coordinator should demonstrate some of her or his own personal

constructs when participants bre completing Step 3 of the process. It

also helps to refer the participant to the list of examples in.Appendix

C when Step 3 is beihg tried. Encowrage participants to comPare pro-

ducts with one or more members of the four-person groups formed in

Activity 1.

After one-and-a-half hours of Activity 2 have passed:urge parti-

cipants to start their script-writing as required 4 Step 6, if they

haven't already started that step. For thase,who have'completed a

script by that time, there should be encouragement to try Parts II

or III of the model process described in Appendix A,

After two-and-one-half hours- have been devoted to Activity 2,

you should start the assessment phase of the activi.ty.

The Assessment of Objective 2 (30 minutes)
.

Ask,each participant to exchange scripts and sorting worksheets

for constructs with assessment partners and evaluate each other's

products using the following criteria.

Crit6ria for Assessing Objective,2

The primary criteria for assessing Objective 6 are signs that

the written script-includes value statemenich were derived

from personal constructs, and that the personal Constructs can be



traced to the process whereby the person distinguished'among

. personal events,(TSU's) in his/her life.

Tife following check-off list should be used for assessing

the written Product and for providing feedback to the'participant:

I. Does the-script ificIude at least three value statements

hich idejltify qualities.-and Objects in'the person's life whick

are considered of significant worth to that person?

2. ,Do the value statements use personal constrpcts, or parts

thereof, elicited in Step 3 of the six-step-process?

3. APe the peronal construc4k used for making value state-

ments assoc iated with positive feelings identified in Step 2?
,

'To check-this,, tace constructs used in value statements to TSU

cards' wfl4ch have positive feelings'described on the back. Succ'ess-:'

ful completion of Objettive 2:is assessed by the tracing of at

least three value statements listed in the script to specific

_ construtts, which can be traced to specific TSU's which show

aociated feelings indicative of values.

If there is evidence that these three questions can be

answered af the person has achieved Objective 2.

Objective 3, Activity 3 Identifying Skills (11/2 hours)

Ask each participant to read the introduction to Activity 3,

'Using an Individualized Technique to Clarify Skills." In the intro-

duction is an exercise where participants are asked.to identify at

least 13 skills from n expanded Taisi description aboUt a picnic for

watching boat races. Some examplei of skills demonstrated in that

expanded TSUiare shown below.

1. KeeOs abreast of current events.

2. Takes initiative; makes decisions quickly.

3. ChPck. s on accuracy of information; verifies data.

4. Investigates potential problems tefore they happen.

5 Ensures that schedules can be coordinated.

6. Locates information by using appropriate resources.

7. Creative planning with sensitivities to aesthetic considerations



' 8. Follows complex written directions%

t 9. Anticipates poteintial problems; deviseS preventiVe measures.

10. Interacts easily with others over extended periods.

U. Plans so as to-prevent serious problems at the tifiie of

emergencies,

12. Dealsmi(th medical emergencies.using extensive first aid

knowledge.

13, Plans to create a spirit of satisfaction among participants.

it may be helpful to.make copies of these skills,and distribut4-

them to participants after theY have'attempted their own descriptions

of the skills demonstrated prior to and during that picnic.

After each parttcipant has tried this exercise and read through'

Appendix ,0,-a list of many skills_which might be used, she or he is

rea-dy:to complete Activity 3. -Wien completing Activity 3, the partic-

ipant samples actiliities described in each of the six stePs'fpr aboUt

.ten minutes. After abouf sixty.minutes it will be time to Aart tfie

\assessment process fr Activity 3.

The Assessment of Objective 3 -(10 minutes)

Ask each particikant to exchange products of Step 6, the priori-

tized clusIers of skills, with thei3erson designated to be his or her'

assessment partner.- Have each partner use the follOwing criteria

for assessing the attainment-of Objective 3:

Criteria for,Assessing. Objective 3
.

V
The following checklist uses-the primary criterja for assess-

ing Objective 3, the identification of usable skills:
t

1. Does' the participant have at least three cards showing

clustered skills?

2. Have the cluster been rank ordered as to their,value or

importance for the participant?

3. Is there a supporting list of at least 20 skills which were

used to form clusters?

4, Can the skills be t aced to specific events or activlties

in the person's life where t' e person demonftrated the skill?

11
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Sampre,this by choosing five skills and ask the person

describe.earlier events where. that skill was demonstrated.

there is evidence that each of these questions can be

answered positively, the person hassuccessfully attained Objective 3,

Objective 4, Activity 4 Adapting the Techniques (1 hour)

WIth at least-one hour remaining, all participants should start
A-

Activity 4, the'adaption of the indiNidualizing tAchniques to the:,e
, , ,

other =:ettings where they will be applied to specific groups. Ask

participants to practice their, adaptation skill5 using Vile simulation

case provided in 'Activity. 4, The criteria for assessing the adapta-

tion efforts show how the simulation case 'could be handled using the
,

techniques tauoht in this nodule. Encourage :the assessmeht partners

for each participant to go over the plans developed for the simdration
9 -

case, using the criteria included below. After every participant hk

has had an opportunity to adapt the techniques to tha 'simulation case

and then used the criteria for evaluation, she/he will be ready to

apply the techniques to a setting of his or her own Ooosing.

Ask each participant to dev_elop a'plan for adafting the.technioue

to a setting of his or her own choice, whe-ë 'the expected clients

for the processes 4are named by the participant. The participants ,

should be ,able t develop a plan in aboUt twenty minutes.

The Assessment of Ot.11, mlnutes)

When the plans have been completed ask participants to exchange

ansi apply thp ,;.f.,,sess,ment crte'ria listed below. If the plan

has four of the six components listed as criteria for Objective 4,

it canr-be judged to be acceptable. If circumstances permit, it would
t'

be even2Nore valuable if the coordinatOr 'collect'ed the plans and

returned them after a more thorough evaluation.

, Criteria for Assessntent of ObjecLive-4-------------
---

Does the plan have.the following components?

i, A cla-s.c of referents which permits the indiOldual- to

idenLiFy specific (vents, objects, or symbols which subsequently

can be used for eliciting personal constifloicts and/9r skills.
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Example from sin 'atinn rase:

Each student is asked:to ra11 and briefly describe

previous class sessions. . The instructions entourage the

identification of some previousclasses which were very

satisfying, some which were neutral, and some.which were

very unsatisfying.

2. Directions, with examples, which,encourage the individuals

to identify feelings associated wi h the specific r'eferents de-

scribed in ,teo 1.

Example:

Thp student is asked to des ribe one' ar mope feelings

connect d with the soeci ic Class sessions'i4ntified'in

Step 1.

3. A sorting pr9cess is sugg sted which encouraget'the

individual to identify constructs or cognitive descri-ptors-whiche

she/4)e used to distinguish between specific referents described

in St p 1. This sortiiig process may also identify skills.

Example:

Each student is asked to distinguish among classes

deicribed in Stp '1 by selecting any three specific class

sessions and describing- how two-of the three,are alike and

different from the third. A personal construct s identified

to characterize the key aspects whieh were used in the

.1 de,icriptors,

The student is encouraged to compare and contrast various

combinations of classes to elicit several co strurts, which

are listed for subseyuent uSe.

4. Directions assist-each indidualein thoidentification

of those.constructs listed in Step 3 which are most useful to

describe the conditions the person wants at some future time.

Direct:ions encourage the student to use feelings associated with

certain referents Cis guides when identifying the most useful

constructs.' The most use

siviilar manner.

13
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Example:

'Each student is asked to pick those class descriptors

ci ieited-in Step 3 which would.be most useful for describing

a future class which shT/he would expect to be .%ery Satisfying.

asses associated with the most positive feelingt Will:help

the individual identify special constructs..

3. Each individual is asked to identify three to-seven on-

, structs which are representative of the elicited constructs, and

to write value statements which describe what she/he wants in the

future. Three to seven skill clusters can be chosen in a similar

manner.
. .

Example:

Each student is asked to write four statements uSing four
A,e,

different constructs representative of those-used ln.Step 4.

Each statement should describe what the s'tudent has found

satisfying ancrbenefitial in prevtous,classes.

6. The individ,u4: is next asked to write a script about an
,

a.nticinated event when she/he is invcrlved in valued activities
,

w61cb result in oersval satisfactionS, This script includes

'the vp'He stateMents whicewere written in Step 5. v
Example:

Each studqnt is asked t84combine the value statements in

Step 5 so as todescri,pe a future class session which she/he

would proba'ily'find very s'atisfyinn or beneficial.IIIpmkwr.a,mllwkmm..' .-

Alternative Plan for Activity 4,

,As an alternative approach to Activity 4, the coordinator may wish

to.form new groups for discussion'of practical applications of the

mepods deTorjstrated in' Activities 2 epd 3. For.such an altennati.v,

it is usef6.1.... Wave indiViduals from 'similar worksettings get thgether

discubssi6ns'nf,application. 11 each 0roun Is asked to devise an-

application ex-amPAe,'the final activity of;ttilhe wohop can consist of

verba3 reports csolleach group tO member's of other groups.

6
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NATIONAL CONSORTIUM COMPETENCY-BASED STAFF DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES

Modules 1-12.comprise a series on p_a22LelDeveloin-Cor)ensiveCareer
Guidance Programs.-

1. Career Development Theory
Barbara Sahderson and Carolyn HelIiwell

Program Development Model
Charles Dayton and H. 8. Gelatt

3. AsSessing Desired Outcomes
Char es Dayton-

4. Assessing Current Status
rL_Phyllis DuBois

'S. Establishing Program Goals
Charles Dayton

6. Per ormance Ob ectives
Lau le Har in

. Selecting Alternative Program Strategies
H. B. Gelatt

Specifying Process Objectives
Barbara Pletcher

Developing Program Staff
Barbara Pletcher

Trying Out Activities'and Monitortng Early Implementation Efforts
Steven M. Jung

co, ducting STilmative Evaivati n
lean &man

Communicating Evaluation Results
Sa-rah Robers

The remajning modules addresst.other competencies necessary for
.providigg comprehensive career guidance.

zirlg Strategiesl(or Adult, Guidance
Leibowitz and Nancy SChlossbergi

14. Destgning Programs for Adult Guidance
randy Leibowitz and Nancy Schlossberg,

Li.rti)ta"d* 'ife'Career Planning for Women and Girls
-janice M. Birk

Provfighng Career Gujdance_for Young-Women
%mela G. Colby

1
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17. iUnderstandinofSti.yIts,EnhanciteiithPhsicalDisabilities
Susan L. McBain

18. Helping Students ExplOre Work and L'eisure Options
PameTa G. Colby

19. Plannins a Career Resource Center
-Rdbert A. Wood, NeaT Aogers, and Clella Klinge

20. Relationship Resource
Center Technicians
JiTI Paddick and Dale Dobson

2

Center Technicians
Clarence Johnson

22, Planning Pre-Employment Programs
Joyet-44)elding and Marvin Fielding .

23. Conductin JobDeveio.rnerrt Pro.rams
Joyce Fielding and Marvin Fie ding

24_ Conducting job Placement Prqgrams
'Joyce Fielding and Marvin Fielding

25. Conductin Fol ow-U and Thllow-Throu h Pro ams
Joyce eiding and Marvin ie dlng

26,
Juliet V. Miller, Garry R. Walz,,andtIbby Benjamin

27. Imaging Futuristic Career Guidance programs
Juliet V. Mill/er, garry R. l&a, and Libby Benjamin

28. Using Change A ent Skills to Mana e Career Guidance Pro tam Deve o merit
Juliet V. Mi lpr

29. ..U.slaal.,aTIGuidance_1o_v_._.arpiandeAentSkillsimlementation
Juliot V: Miller

,f

Developing Effective Public Relations:
Norman C. Gysbers

3L. Develqping and Conducting In-4rvice Pro9rams
Al Stiller

32. Providing leisure Information in t e Career Resource Center
Ron Klein and Robert Swan

33, Develop-ing,Career Center Resources for Faculty Use
Marlene Fredricksen and Rob-ert Nan\

34. Providing Career Guidance, in a Groqp Setting
Perry Samuels



35.. Personalizing Cateer Guidance Assessint Information Throu9h
roup Counseling

Joe Wi ttmer and Lari'y C. Loesbi

36. n G_a_lj,wa.11:1(-i 1 1 s for

37.

Career Planning
Jerald R. FOr'ster

Hel in Parents to HelpAdo1es cents in Career Ex loratioii
Janice M. Birk

Hel in Youna Ad lts Make the School-to-Work Transition
erri Johnson, Johnscitn. am Nie arey

Heloing the Community Hel Stludents
iciard Lutz an. Jim rooy

Career Develo en

40 . Establ shi oq Comm. v-Based Em 1 oyrnent Proirarns I
c. en A. Stewart

41. Designing Car-e-er Devlopmelt22.-19ranis for Business and ,dndustry
Zandy Leibowitz'and Nancy SchloSsberg

42. Developing Coping Skills for C-areer-Related-Chan es
hji Abrego apd LawrenCe Branner

43. Hel Thq People th Preretirement nnin --An Introduction
Gar y R. Wa z, L bby Benjamin, He en L.4Mamarchey, and Bever:1y Pritchett

44. Counseling Needs Of the Older Adult
Patricia Cook apd Ellen Stewart

45. S ecializing Career Guidance Strat.e es! f r Use with Ethnit inorities
oo row M. Parker and- Rodin c avis

411..
46- Usin Self Awareness and Effective Communication foie Helping Ethnic

Minorities wt 13uidance
Roder-ick J. McDavfs and Woodi-ow M. Parker

47. Helping Elementary School Students Develop Decision-Making Aills
Lee Winoc.:Ar

43, Consulting in the Area of Career Guidance
Tom Quinn

49. Planning Collaborative Career Guidance ,Prolects
Larry C. Loesch and Joe Wi-ttmer

50. Becomirlg Resource Resourceful
Garry R. Wajz, Libby BenjaiTiT, Helen L. Mamarchev,.and Beverly Pritchett

51 Makina Chan e Systematicrodel for Change
Libby Benjamin and Garry R. Walz

tillokin. Change appen. Overcoming2:_azrjers to Change
Libby .BenJamin and --Gari-y R7Wari

(s) )



The National Consortium has als prodUded a,catalog of Competency-based
prograMs and lists of desirabl ompetencies for,providing comprehensive
career guidance.

53. 'Com etenc -ased Education for Guidance and Counselin P:rsonne:
A-Cata og of ograms and Competencies-- ecol_ tion
Susan L. McBain, Compiler
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